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FOREWORD

In a continuous effort to improve-Athe professional delivery of guidance
_

and tb I.Te-WE'if'glarird' and -Maine adhoola- "a- fritia

of three netiOnel-COnferences have-been sponsored by the Coun-selor Education

Division, College of Education, University of Maine at Orono. Previous

/conferences have focused on "Elementary Guidanpe and "Group Work in the

Schools." This conference was planned to address a theme of national sig-7

nificance; "Career.Guidance:, Status and Promise" as it exists in our public

'schoOls. A secondary thrUst was to identify strategies for improving the

enter was charged with assessing thedelivery of career guidance. Each pres

"state of the art" and conceptdalizing strategies to improve career guidance

a
the presentations was enthudiastic

report distribution to a

in the schools. Participant reaction 'to
(

,atid prompted dev'eloOment of this proceedings

wider audience.

It should be no ell that the impact of the tWo previous conferences was

is"

signiticant in incre6ing the number of Canadian school counselors from the
1

MaritiMe Provinces or
1

Canada registered for this event. We appreciate the
, t

..; .

interest and professfOnal concern of

their Counseling meets with up and

)

Canadian school counselors to "bhate,,

hope that the coricepts contained this

report are of help ill their work. The potential of improved guid4nCi'arid

counseling services our schools is reward enough for 'those who fielpd

plan the conference. Special thanks should be noted to DearJames J.,MVZo,

.
Dean, College of Education and all members of the Counselor Edilcation taff

for their support. Also, the Conferencqs and Institutes Division is t be

commended for their excellent support in'handling housing, meals, equ4( rent

needs, etc.
Charleg W. Ryan
Profeasor 4 Educatfri
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CAREER EDUCATION: A BROADENING
EDUCATIONAL PERSPECTIVE

Gene Bottoms

Director, Division of Program-and-Staff-Demtcpment-
Georgia State Department of Education

In varying forms, the concepts of career education have historically

been of latent concern in American education. Under such names as activity,

curriculum, core curriculums community school, organic curriculum, and life

adjustment curriculum, much, of the thinking behind career education has

emerged repeatedly on the American education Scene. More than a century

ago, secondary education was expanded through land grant legislation to

children of farmers and mechanics and moved education toward a realistic

approach to the needs of the total population. About a half century later,
//"-

educational philosophers, the eduCational policies commission of the NEA,/'

the American Vocational Association; and various acts of federal andAtate

legislation haveall addressed various reforms which have surfaced 'again as
. /

facetA'of career education (Swanson, 1974).
*

Yet, the broader career development intent did not becom4 a sustained

Yi

and organized thrust in education until recently partially2pecause public

secondary education during this century has her Account le primarily to
0 0

higher education institutions. Through prescribed cou es required for
/ .

college entrance, established accrediting commissions, college administered

or college selected entrance examinations, and reporting of first quarter

' or first year,grades of freshmen students byhig schools, highJr'education
k

41,

institutiOns have largely dictated hoth the structure,Ana,conteni of the

1



secondary school curriculum (Lessinger, 1972). The political, social, and

economic focuses which have- 1s4"to the recent emergence of career education

call for a broader base of accountability, a reordering of educational puNer---

pbses, and of the means to achieve these more diverse goals. The following
_

verse, by Ghapmen- andGeurrts; ,

/tlo

- I epcy p ace upon us to

"Greeting his pupils, the master asked
"What would you learn of me ?"

And the reply came
"How shall we care for our babies?
How shall we rear our children?
How shall we work together?
How shall we live with our fellowman?
How shall we plan?
For what ends shall isTe -live?"

And the teacher pondered those words and-
sorrow was in his heart

For his own learning touched not these thing's."

-,WHAT IS MEANT BY CAREER?

The meaning of career education is determined by tiow one interprets

the term career. If "career" is interpreted as a developmental process

that encompasses one's total life and one's several life roles, then career

education becomes a reorientation of the total educational process. If,

however, career is. interpreted to mean primarily an occupational pursuit.,

the concept of careereducation becomes" limited to one's occupational life

role (Pritchat'd, 1973). This paper defines the term "career" broadly as a

purposeful life pattern of work-related activities and assorted life styles.

The word career in this context means more than simply pursuing an

occupation, being employed, or holding a job. It implies that:

1

1. A career as a mission in life influences and serves Co
'integrate other arenas of life.

-2. A career may or may not be a paid activity.

3. Caeeer does not denote a given educational level. A career

2
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may demand considerable preparation and skill or involve
activity demanding little training and less sophisticsUed
skills.

Career development, therefore, includes the continuous choices and

_adjustitentalAiLindiarld.1 -1_titiLitakaffhfblightrut_hi= lifp with regard_to

education, employment, and/or voluntary work as those decisions relate to

present and future options and their associated life styles.

WHAT'IS CAREER EDUCATION?

If 1 term "career" indicates a purposeful life pattern; then the

term "career education" implies a longtzransp&Oucational process that

facilitates the career development of studenig and the knowledgeable plan-

ning and implementation of career choices designed to promote a satisfying

and productive life style. This, process involves self-discovery, self-

determination, and the acquisition Of competencies necessary for goal:.

achievements. Thus, career education connotes the development of values

consistent with one's needs.

WHAT IS CAREER EDUCATION, OPERATIONALLY?

Not only has career education often been narrowly defined, it has been

,,even more narrowly translated into revised or new educational practice.

This writer claims no immunity in his own works to this criticism. Since

many of the concepts underlying career education are not that new, many

individuals and groups tend to grasp the familiar aspects and translate

them into operation without ever grasping the total set of concepts. Career

education implies a global change regarding both educational outcomes and

process. Too often, however, it becomes limited in practice to the areas of

experience and expertise of the particular group that seizes the initial

leadership,'weakening the,potential for comprehensive educational improve-

3
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ment'through career education.

To some educators, the fundamental purpose of career education would

result in all students leaving schools with skills necessary for entering

_____.productive work and that all curriculum and educational experiences should
'

be _geared _to__ this_end,_C_a_r_e_e_r_ed_ucation does_ elude ac coiring_j_Qb skills,

but it also includes a commitment to total education for all, with each

student acquiring particular skills in the liberal arts and fine arts, as

well as the practical arts. Such a broadening educational perspective would

encourage students to perceive themselves in a variety of life roles, to

\'experience both internal as well as ext rnal types of satisfaction, to

understand the many types of needs that motivate them, and to discover

through experience the many life activities through which these needs can

be met. The fine arts and liberal arts cannot be reserved for the elite.

, Through the liberal and fine arts students develop an understanding of

human values an needs, thus, enabling them gradiolly to shape individual

values beyond the limitation of the immediate socio-economic and psycho-

logical orientation.

Many community leaders limit their operational interpretation of career

education as something to be done to students in the school setting to get

them ready for work_involving the use of the community for a tour and/or,

of community personnel as resource people at school. .HoweVer, rather than

limiting the educational setting to the school and the classroom work, of

ti .

teachers, .career education calls for new attitudes.and'values abut where

and under whom education occurs. Career education,will fail unless the

home and community become equaltpartners in the delivery of the eduational

process. The home and community provide learning laboratories fOr the

skills of living in the adult world. ,The school must he ready to,1give

4
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equal recognition and credit to learning acquired outside the school. Only

as the formal learning environment extends beyond the school to include the

student's interaction with-ii variety of adults in various life roles will

self-discovery and self-determination become realistic processes in education.N

Education for the sake .of further education Will no longer .suffice. --m- our----

purpose must be extended to school learning with a variety of life/
experiences..

To many vocational educators, career education means to explore the

Teal world, to get "hands_on" e eriences. Certainly without this, career

cr

.

education is a hollow exercise In rhetoric, another program "telling" the

student what it's like to be adults. But, in addition to "hands on" experi-

ences,
/

career education should place-a major stress on the development of

self concept in the context of the several life roles. Career education

should not be limited to the traditional concepts of awareness, orientation,,

exploration, and preparation, as they relate to the wank x0es but should

include awareness, orientation, exploration, and progressive practice in
-

developing the career aspect of self. At each educational level, the home

and the community can be utilized to help students explore and clarify self

concepts. Experiences in these settings must be followed with appropriate

feedback to give the student the understanding and the vocabulary needed to

clearly define one's career self. It is vital that the feedback encourage

the student to analyze the experiences ratjier than having these experignces

:analyzed by someone else.

Some general educators interpret career education to mean a special

unit or course on occupations taught by the English or social studies

te ,

achers. Such activities can and do add to the overall,career education

effort, but may affect little change on the basic cognitive natureand

5
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structure of t'he learning process, which for many students neer merges

together into the development of a meaningful sense of self. Greer edu-

cation must result in the young person being provided experiences which

g, aoirtg-4and feeling.--component&pr2dimultaneously. is is

often accomplished when the liberal arts, fine arts, and-practical arts

are integrated into learning experiences involving the commitments of the

total education community. The community offers-d rich resource'for learn-,

ing. If experiences are properly selected, they can serve to facilitate

the student's mastery of cognitive learning appropriate for a given grade

level.. The student makes application of math, science, and communication

skills in designing, planning, selling, making, creating, helping,; -and

other such life-related activities. Instead of solving hypothetical problems,

the student actually uses academic concepts and skills in meeting real needs

in the real world. For many, this may very well open a new vista that

connects school with life and enables indivjjuals to emerge from the passive

and isolated student role into productive and important community partici-
,

pants. Furthermore, experiential based and student centered learning can

serve to facilitate the'discovery and understanding of self, provided

students'are given the opportunity, assistance, and encouragement to per-

s_onalize_and. interpret such experiences.

The content of career education is sometimes limited to teaching about

the world of work. Such content is a vital part of career education; how-

ever, career education has content and goals that go far beyond occupational

informati:op. Career education ian intervention strategy that begins early

in an individual's life and is designed to influence the quality of each

individual's self and career development.

6
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Tennyson, Klaurens, and Hansen (1970) after an extensive review of

child development, career development, developmental psychology, and self-

"concept research literature identified a series of major career development

_goals for the Drimaryl"ffitarmediata, luniat-high, and aet-andary-achnol. A

listing of these broad career development goals is presented in Chart I.

From these goals can be generated learning objectives, -learningexperiences,

and content that go farbeyond increased knowledge about the world of work.

Mastery of career development processes presented in Chart I will enable the

individual to develop some control over his life: In initia44.ngicurriculuml

development efforts to achieve these goals, it should be remembered that

.

individuals will master these goals at different rates. The rang of in-
*

dividual difference will require a'variety of career development'learning

experiences. ill

7
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CHART I

MAJOR CAREER DEVELOPMENT GOALS

PRIMARY YEARS
K-3

Awareness, of self

Acquiiing a sense
of control over
one's-life

,r
4--

Identification
With worker

Acquiring knowledge
about workers and
their life style

ti

cquiring inter-
persotAl skills

'' =The agility to.

prelent oneself.
objectively

Acquiring respect '

for other people
and the work*'
they do both for
remuneration and
non-remuneration

INTERMEDIATE YEARS
Grades 4-6'

JUNIOR HIGH YEARS
Grades 7-9

SECONDARY YEARS
Grades 10-12

Developing a posi-
tive self-concept

Acquiring a dis-
cipline of work*'

Identification with
the concept of
work as a valued
in.stitution

Increasing know-
ledge about
workers

Increasing inter-
personal skills

Acquiring a sense
of control over
one's life

Valuing human
dignity

Clarification of
,self-concept

Assumption of re-
spowibility

career

, ning

Pormulation'of ten-
tative Career
goals

Acquiring knowledge
of occupations
and work settings

Acquiring. knowledge
4-4.

Of educational
and vocational
resources

Awarenigs of
decision-making
process

ACquiring a--Sense
bf independence'

Reality-testing of a
self-concept

Awareness of pre-
ferred life-style.

Reformulation of ten-
tative career goals

Increasing knowledge
of and experience'
in occupations and
work settings

Acquiring knowledge
of educational and
vocational paths:

Clarification of
decision- making
process' as re-

lated to. self`'

Tentative commitment
within a changing
World

Acquiring job entry

. ,

Source: Tennyson, W. Wesley, Mary K. Klaurens, and Lorraine, S. Hansen.
.The Career Development Program. Unpublished,paper', College of

Education, University of Minnesota,.October.19pos

*Note: The word "work" will be used in the remainder, of this prospectus

to mean any purposeful activity,,whether for remuneration or not.

The question "Who directs and gives leadership to career education?"...

has as many answers as individuals asked.. The previous discussion suggests

a comprehensive and integrated apOroach to career education, drawing upon

Pt
r.<
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the strengths of general education, vocational education and guidance.

Depicted in Chart II this leadership design creates aSaquantial, comprer

hensiVe and integrated career-education program at each educational level..

It seems likely that, career education Can best`be accomplished by leadership

teams composed of vocational educators, counselOrs, and academic teachers.

.11

Integrating the strengths of these groups into a synergistic effort would

overcomeimanyof the present limitations of each group working alone. Such

an approach relies heavily upon and obviously has implication for coun-

selors' behavT.

6I1AAT I

MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS OF PRESENT CAREER EDUCATION APPROACHES

GENERAL EDUCATION VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
,

GUIDANCE'
..

SKILLS
.

i

Academic subject
matter as it

. relates to
occupational
terminology

.

". "Knowing"

.

Job skills develdp-
ment

,

"Emplayability"
emphasis

. , -
.

if "Doing" .

Self-understanding

Decision-making
-

.

. "Feeling"

ACTIVITIES Vidarious ex-
periences, -

-

e.g., reading
out of a book

,Work tasks, real and
simulated, relating
vocational theory
to practice

Coaseling
.

.

Role-playing groups

-k...-Field trips

`PERSONNEL
FOCUS

Academic class-
room teacher

Vocational instructor
4

Counselor Is a
resource

.

STUDENT
OUTCOMES

'

Prepared fOr
further educa-
tion

_

Trained for a
specific skill

.

Make an informed
occupational
Choice

Psychologically and
emotionally pre-
pared for work

Make a considered
career choice_

9,
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THE COUNSELOR AS A MEMBER OF THE CAREER TEAM.

0

e concept of career education as set forth in this ;japer presents

the assumption that career education will increase student options. This

outcome depends to a large degree upon the leadership provided by the school

counselor. Counselors have long advocated that the central aim of education

must be to increase the individual's freedom to consider, choose, and

manage his awn life.-

Options in this context would be defined as a range of alternative

decision patterns which individuals perceive as being available and possible

for him at given decision points. This definition places emphasis on both

the breadth of alternatives available at a given point in time, and on the

choice patterns to which each might lead. This will enable individuals to

operate in the present with an understanding of what might eventually be

possible at a future point., Certain options can be perceived as,possible

or some students only if the barriersef social sanction, ignorance, and

individual perceptions are altered through new knowledge, experiences, and

reflection. As a minimum, career education should increase students'

educational, employment, and life style options.

In terms of educational options the options must become more than

/-
a choice between a college or vocational curriculum or a choice.among

different types of post-secondary institutions. Each student must have

the opportunity to explore, to select, and to'pursue an educational program

designed to their needs, desires,"values, and abilities. Educational

options must allow for a variety of approaches to learning, for flexibility

in terms of setting, and for individualized educational patterns.

In regard to life style, individuals must become aware of the range

of possible life styles available to consider both the personal and

10
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financial trade.-offs apd, compromises thatmust be made to ,achieve a given

life style.

/-
Employment options must be viewed fn,terms of life riatterns. Individ7

fr

from the several socio- economic subpbpulations and women must come

to perceive that it is possible for them to enter and pursue a much broader

range of employment patterns.

For career education to result in increased optiofts for students, the

counselor's operational role must be consistent with the theoretical role

that is projectdrin the literature. That is, counselors must spend more

time facilitating each individual's discovery of his needs, desires, and

values through the modification of the school_ curriculum to the individual

rather than assisting the student to adjust to the rigid school structure.

The shift from a concept of the school as being fixed to pne of being

dynamic implies two major thrusts for school counselors: first, setting

into moiion those educational experiences that provide the individual with

both the basis and skills for choosing; and second, facilitating the modi-

fication of the school so that choices can be operationSlized.

As individuals progress through the education41 continuum, they

should be increasingly allowed to make more Scisions about their education.

Individuals can exercise increasing autonomy to choose as they gain in

self-determination and respect for others. Behaviors resulting from these

attributes are more likely to" occur when counselors systeMatically apd

purposefully seek ways to encourage their development.

One of the ways in which counselors can broaden individual alternatives

is through intervening into the existing curriculum at ali. levels. This,

includes assisting teachers to integrate career development goals and

learning activities into the existing curriculum as well as stimulating

.016



and assisting with incfeased experiential learning that encourages self-
_

understanding. The counselor, by spending an increased amount of time
1

Working with individual, teachers or with interdisciplinary teams of

teachers, cAn help to create a school climate that places value on the

contributions and uniqt4ness of each individual rather than a system which

absorbs students into A college curriculum, vocational track, or debasiAg

ability level. Certa ly one of the counselor's functions Mould include

marshalling the resou ces of the home and community so that the experi-

1

entfial basis of students can be expanded. The counselor can do much to

influence the schoolicurriculum in terms of broadening rather than narrow-

ing the student's pecepticins of what is possible for him.

Another way inNhich the counaelor,can increase the students' alter-

natives is to deploy a strategy through which the counselor works more

systematically with students within the school curriculum. As students

expand their base f experiences and knowledge, they will need opportuni-

ties to reflect upfon these experiences. and internalize the meaning for

themselves. This could be accomplished by increasing at all levels scheduled

group guidance sersions as part of the curriculum offerings. The length

of the% sessions may range from five days. to several"yeeks, having: the

effect of moving the counselor out of.the office into a classroom and into

the school curriculum. It would certainly enable the counselor to,have a

much better understanding of the educational needs of, each student,

Students can take greater responsibility in blending existing curriculum

options into new combinations that lead to personal'goals, in progressing

at individual rates, in pursuing individually appropriate learning styles

only'when the school is perceived as being designed to meet individual

student needs. The counselor's role must be one of Clarifying choices and

12
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actively working with others to develop and arrange the curriculum sotthat

students can achieve individual goals. The concept of career education

suggests a number of possible modifications needed in the curriculum .

structure.

One would be the replacement.of the tracking system with a system
tl

. that would enable each student to design a cutriculum pattern in terms of ,

La

his goals, giving the educational experience new meaning. Further, the

concept of a dynamic individualized Curriculum pattern will require {a

comprehensive array of resources to be made available to the student for

0
learning purposes. This will necessitate the use of both school, home and

community resources and the willingness to give equal credit and recognition

for learlineacquired regardless of the setting or personnel. This will

necessitate that some formalized listing of offerin6 be developed that

indludes
I
those beyond the school. Further,counselors must be sensitive to

.

students' goals that cannot be met through existing offerings and take ther!s-. ..

respor4bilitY for working with the educational structure and other person-

f!,

.....

nel to Create the new learning opportunities. Only then can increased
I

14 \ 0

students,.
q
o

I ',t ions become a reality.

SUMMARY

iTh ssumiktion has been made that career eduscation will result in a

broaden4d educational perspective if it is concerned with the total

10.pvelopme t of ali,students, if it broadens the formal educational setting,

to include the home and community, if it includes systematic attention to

career development g als, if it integrates learning around existing life

. 4E,
problem' and roles, anti if the educational community can create leadership

patterns that meld togeher the strengths of existing thrusts within

"3
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eduction:' ,Further 'tt has been suggested that the school counselor is

an Impdttant member of the educational leadership team and that for career
s."

education to'hav maximum impact on increasing student options,,the

.counselot must, gme a major role In influencing the school curriculum.

1
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT AS SELF-DEVELOPMENT:
BEYOND CAREER EDUCATION

L. Sunny Hansen
_

Profespor, Educational Psychology

,_.University
of Minnesota

- .

My major purpose in being at this coherence is 6 share with you

some ideas about careiguidance,.caree slevelopment, and, career education /ief

of men an women which hopefully might assist counselors in clarifying

their responsibilitie in career education. It is my objective to present

C

a focus which will 1p guidance workers shape and perhaps reshape the

II
.

direction of careerfeducatiOn inothig,country.

The need forj,career guidance'tecomes more visible as we see the

,

changing m anin of work and leisure in the human-experience; the changing

compositio of ind opportunities in the Labor force; the problems associatbd

with high schoOl and college dropouts and even "corporate dropouts;" and the'

information deficit in w h individuals do not have adequate information

about self, about options, or abput.career decision-making processes.

The PFoject Talent follow-up data reflected an increased interest in

career planning for both boys and girls and a growing need for assistance

in this area (Flanagan Anci Jung, 1971), The recent American College Testing.

I:

Program (ALT) study revealed that more than three-fourths Of the na,tion's

high. school juniors and nearly as many eighth and ninth graders would like

help with clareer planning. More ,than 85% of.the jUniors recognized that it

must begin before the final year of_high school, and only 50% felt that
I

A mei presented at the Invitational Career Guidance Conference,
Universipy of Maine, Orono, Maine, May 30-31, 1974.

[ 15
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the school had provided help in this area (Prediger, Roth and Noeth, 1973).

A needs assessment undertaken by Mesa, Arizona, schools revealed high

priority for career development needs in the broad sense (Mesa Public'

Schools, 1973). The increasing needs for guidance of midlife career

changers, re-entry women, and the agin*also point to this growing need

for effective career, guidance delivery.

My choice of title is deliberate. If there is a major contribution
.

that-guidance can make to career education to move it beyond its present

state, it is unifying our acadeMic, vocational and guidance efforts around

the individual and his or her needs. This is a self-development or guidance

approach to career education, a position totally consistent with counseling

which has had at'the core of its functions concern,for the individual.

Some of the recent literature suggests that career development is one

of five or six components of a career education program. The .NVGA Commission

on Criteria for Career Guidance Programs (Bruce and Collision, et al, 1972)

suggests a general systems model in which career guidance is a separate,

program (ancillary again) parallel with instruction. Some career education

models have paid little attention, if at all, to career. guidance and coun-

seling--possibly because many of these models are being developed by non-
.

guidance personnel who understandably may be more familiar with the work

world than with the fields of developmental psychology, guidance theory, or

career development.

The question of definitions becomes extremely important because if we

believe the aftisticdictum "Form follows function," we know that the form

career education programs'take is determined by what one perceives its

function to be. For example, if one defines career education as "education

16
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for work," the. implementation strategiei or delivery systems used will be

different from a definition that-says career education starts with the

career development of human beings. What I would like to suggest is that

we as guidance and counseling p;sons are the most logical ones to assume

leadership in assuring that career education moves beyond its present narrow .

preoccupation with occupational information 'to a broader self-development

definition; to a position which says that occupation is only one part of

career and that the work world can be used as a vehicle for self-clarifica- .

tion, not just of the worker role but of the other roles and values important

to individuals' such as those in family, community,,and leisure.

PHILOSOPHICAL POSITIONS

There are honest differences among edirtors about what career

education is. Looking at what is happening across the. country,' one can

' identify at least four philosophical persuasions on a narrow-to-broad
S

ontinuum.*

Position One says that career education is vocational education.

.

While few ,would philosophically defend this view, it has emerged as a

dominant characteristic of many programs which emphasize a separate center

approach reflected in vocational centers, learning centers, and placement

centers:

Position Two suggests that career education is education for work.

Although the USOE Deputy Commissioner for Career Education has defined it

this way, he says work is "a conscious effort to produce something of

benefit for oneself and/or others" (Hoyt, 1974) and that it thus includes

*The author is grateful to Norman Gysbers for stimulating her to
examine several positions. s
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such unpaid work as that of homemaker and volunteer. Programs reflecting
4

this view, however, have emerged as essentially occupational information

ones built around. the fifteen families or clusters of occupationS:

r
Position Three has i

career education beginning with a focus on self.
J.

It suggests that while work is important, work is only one way in which

the individual interacts with the environment. It can be used to help a

person clarify his or her values and needs--for state , money, power,

security and the like--in relatio to the roles in family, community, and

other aspects of life. It sugges s that the content of self is the focus

of curriculum and that learning experiences can be created in all subjects

to help relate the content of disciplines to the personal development of

the individual. Programs reflecting this philosophy are scarce; but where ,

they are emerging, they appear to haire =Soy inputs from counselors.

Position Four says that career education is totalAducation'and that

All of curriculum needs to be refocused on the life careers of human N7s.

It would mean a major restructuring of curriculUm, and schools committed

to this view would probably require the'greatest amount of curricular

revision, organizational and attitucte change:

While this is a greatly oversimplified explanation of each position,

it serves to remind us that those involved in career education are not all

of one persuasion.

COUNSELOR INVOLVEMENT

The nature of counselor involvement in career education will also be

influenced by the dominait philosophical v iew. Just as we assume from the

outset that teachers are involVed in career development, whether consciously

A

or not, we assume that counselors, both consciously and unconsciously, have

.1
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been "doing" career guidance--perhaps not always effectively find perhaps

not. as much as some would like--but that is one reason that we are lookaIT
.

for better delivery systems. Career educatio offers an opportunity for

guidance content to enter the mainstream of curriculum in areas that coun-

selors iong'have been concerned about, such as self-clarification, value

identification, affective education and career decision-making.

wi

It seems to me that positions three and our are the most congruent

ce philosophy and its concern about self-actualization and

freed hoice among a variety of life options and patterns. I would

also like to fer for consideration the proposition that counselors can

best enter the s stem with the self, an approach that begins on a solid .

rationale and conceptual framework of human deVelopment and tareer develop-
.

ment. Although the field of career development is, still an-unfinished

business, we know considerably more today about the development of ckcupa-

tional roles and motives in children and youth than we did twenty to thirty.
years ago. We are laming more about adult career development, for-both

men and women. There is -a growing body of literature on female growth and

career development and a beginning interest in the other end of the life

cycle, the senior, citizen. What has been neglected in many career education

programs is this body bf knowledge 'of vocational psychology, developmental

psychology, and career development which ,can provide a human-based rather

than world-of-work-based fulcrum fors our guidance and instructional efforts

at different life stages.

A SELF-DEVELOPMENT MODEL

I would like to suggest thata guidance-based or self-development model

of career education has several characteristics. I offer them in no sense

19
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as the "final word" but rather as 'a baseline for prograin development.

1. A self-development approach takes into account the changing, nature

of both individuals and environment and the concurrent need for flexible and

adaptable human beings. The futurists, the manpower analysts, and the

career development theorists all qffer support for this criterion. The.

changing labor market, the predictions about the role of work in the future,

the changing work ethic, and the mid-life career shifts all provide food

for thought here. There is increasing recognition of the lifelong nature

of career development. Indeed, the skills needed to cope in the year 2000

may be very diffeent from the skills of the 1970's, justas the skills of

1970 are different from those of 1900. The development tasks which in-

dividuala need to,magter may be very different in a society in which there

are alternate family structures, nontraditional life styles, epergy'short-

ages, shortened work weeks, and cable TV, video tapes, and computers as

part of daily life.

2. A self - development approach is built on a sequential set of K-adult

objectives to expose all individuals to a wide spectrum of gareer develop-

ment information, knowledge, skills, and attitudes. This would include ob-

ject)ives in such basic areas as 1) self, 2) educational, occupational,

family and leisure alternatives,' and 3) career decision- making processes.

Such objectives would include not only logical, objective job task and

worker requirement data but such content as value clarification, psycho-

social aspects of work environments, manpower and womanpower trends, the

changing meanings of work in life, and changing roles of men and women in,

work and family. Any set of objectives can serve only as a data bank and

must be adapted to local needs, individual learning styles, and varied

career maturity levels.

20
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3. A self-development approach provides a codrdinated-set of ex-

perience-based strategies and delivery systems for achievine
#,

developmental

.goals. Instead of a singular focus on occupational information thliough

517

clusters, or a one-shot occupations unit, career day,' ot fifteen-minute

terminal counseling interview,, itejrovide's for a variety af delivery

systems, individualized and group, which include career - oriented lessons,

0
guidance modules, units within courses, interdisciplinary units and courses,

and elective courses such as Creative Life Management or Psychology of

Careers,. Exploratory work experience and community involvement. programs,

1:)id and unpaid; exploratory multi-media techniques such.as-intereSt Inventor-

simulations, kits, and film segments (possibly organized into a career

resource center) will also support the program. The use of nontraditional

Ile 'models; individual and group counseling, such as strength groups and

,
4

personal growth and career assessment groups; peer 'counseling,to raise

self-concepts and aspirations; cross-age teaching from nursery 4,chook,

A

children to senior citizens; hands-on experiences integrating academic,and

technical tivities;independent or self-directed study; and educational

and vocational placement are additiOnal procedtires that counselors could

4. A self-development approach also attends to the career needs of

and career development of faculty. This means that faculty skills, talents,
. .

an4xpertise are identified and utilized, leadership is shared, creative

eftiorts are recognized, and rewards and incentives are provided. This
'ft

recognizes that faculty, too, are human beings whose career development is
k

also important and in bringifig about improved career guidance prograMs

their` nerds also have to be dealt with. It requires attention to the change

23. 7
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process and its impact on faculty as well as on students and parents.

5. A self-development approach provides for communitl, orientation to

and involvement in tbe career development program. If parents are the'

major influence on career aspirations, motivations, and attitudes, it is

imperative that they Be oriented to, the new knowledge, vials, and broad

concepts of career development and. ways in which they as parents can help

facilitate the positive growth process, especially in K-12 programs.

Similarly, if business, labor, and industryndustry are going to be a part of the

career education effort--and it seems essential to me that they are--they

must be exposed to the concept and ways in which school and community can

cetipe#ifte to proMote'the career development of youth. The community needs

to be made, aware. that career education is not a Plan/whereby the schools

are trying to meet manpower distribution requirements or to merely prepare

individuals for work or to socialize them for the, corporate 'structure, but

rather to assist them'in their search for self, for meaninul ways to

to society and to provide.them with lifelong career decision-makingrelate

skills to do so.

THE CDC GaRICULUM

What I would like to do now is briefly describe a conceptual career

.development curriculum model which I have been developing with my colleagues,

WeS Tennyson and Mary KlaVrens, over the past "11.,e years. I4presentit be-

cause 4,t Illustrates a broad self-development framework for guidance` practice

which has not always appeared in Some the world-of-work-oriented models.

.1 believe that this kind of approach to career education offers a beginning

framework for guidance practice which can be both liberating and humanizing--

liberating in the sense of opening up more-options, opportunities, and

22
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'freedom of choice fOr all segments of society; humanizirig in that it will

put-#e curriculum focus on the individual and his "CT her needs and values.

In our conceptualization, we h= a bee trongly influenced by Super,

Tie'deman, and other-career development rese . 'Super's (1953) defini-

tion of vocational development as "a continuous-process of developing and

implementing a self concept, with satisfaction to self and benefit to .
society" is as viable today as it was in the early fifties. His view of

career as embracing the major roles one occupies in a lifetime--family

member,,,, student, and worker (1971)--suggests that school is part of one's

career and, more important, that the "job" of student should be meaningful,

joyful, growth- producing. We have also drawn from Katz (1973) who says that

the basic choices of work and non-Worare choices amonpvalue systems--and

further--that each individual makes self appraisals, evaluates Oast perform-

ance and predicts future performance, and his decisions and plans express

his self concept.

We view career development as a process, a central part of human

development which occurs whether we do anything about it or not; career

education is what we do about itthe-teaching, counseling, and community

strategies we create to facilitate that 4velopment. It involves all parts

of the school system, a 'well as.the community.

Vocational life stages-4-of growth, exploration, establishment, mainten-

ance, and decline--and the developmental tasks associated with them help

form the rationale for our approach, Our self-development model has attempt-

ed to provide career/education with a much broader framework than occupational

clusters or world -of -work information. It should be noted that while the

USOE Comprehensive Career Education Model (1972) has eight elements, including
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elf awareness, it has emerged largely with an education for work function

witlfts primary focus on economic man. We have cast our framework into

ten dimensions which could be interpreted as broad instructional-goals.

They are listed in Figure 3.

Figure 3

DIMENSIONS OF CAREER. EDUCATION

The student will:

1. identify valued, interests, abilities, needs and other self
characteristics as they relate to occupational roles (self dimension).

2: explore occupational areas and describe opportunities, potential
satisfactions, required roles of workers and other, related dimensions
(occupational information dimension).

3. describe the psychological meaning of work and its value in the human
experience (psychology,of work dimension)..

4. desCribe modern work structure, and'work environments, and organiza-
tional characteristics (organizational dimension).

5. tell how the individual's role in work is tied to the, well-being of
the community (social contribution dimension).

6. demonstrate planfulness in striving to achieve occupational goals,and' -

objectives (planfulness dimension)._

7. demonstrate through work-relevant behavior that onejis acquiring a

concept of self as'a productive person it a work-cetitered society
twork ethics dimension).

8. describe that relationship which exists between basic skills, marketable
skills, and interpersonal skills and the jobs one'can reasonably aspire
to in adult life (school-work relationship dimension).

9. 'demonstrate possession of a reasdriable degree of basic skills, knew-

ledges, and behavioral characteristics associated with.some type of
work or occupational area (occupational preparation dimension).

10.' demOnstrate through work-reIevant behavior an ability to learn, adjust
to, and advance in one's choden occupation (work adjustment dimension).

Drawing further from the work of-Piaget, Havighurst, Erikson, Super

and others, we have defited a get of sequential developmental tasks and
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*
e

have translated thIse into Oerforisance and enabling objectives.
t ,

this kind of conceptual base thatilocal needs assessment could be

priority needs and goals established, and learning activities and
0

It is from

conducted,

delivery

.systems developed. Our revised developmental tasks are presented in.
. .

Figure 4. Theationale for the selection and placement of the develop-

mental tasks has been fully delineated elsewhere (Hansen, Elaurens,
wr

Tennyson, 1973).
10 44

This conceptual model clearly supports our view that career develop-
.

ment and personal or self-development are part of the same package, a

position which emerged out of an awarentss that many individuals have not

achieved the elusive goal of self-actuattzatton partly because we have not

adequately helped them to Work out the relationships, between them and

heir society. We have translated our CDC objectives into several learning

packages designed as teacher guides to facilitate mastery of the aevelop-
.

mental tasks--senior high packages' which represent a self-development

context for career education in such titles:aS "Life Styles and Work,"

"Self-Concept Exploration," "Women and the World of Work," "Value Identifica-

\

tion," "Occupational Satisfactions and Rewar s," and "The Social Contribution'

of Work." At the junior high level we have 4 der development "Career

Development through English,,Home Economics, S ciai Studies, and Industrial

Arts" (in press). It is intended that these sequential learning activities,

designed to promote vocational maturity, might e inCbrporated at different

levels and in diverse subjects so that, by the time a student completes high

school, he or she will have had a systematic Set of eer development
'tt.,

experiences tied to developmental tasks and.a data ban of objectives--not

rigidly prescribed but adapted to individual needs, leaking styles and
a
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Figure 4 ,

THE CDC VOCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT TASKS

Vocational Development Tasks of the Primary'Years

1. Awareness of self
2. Acquiring a sense of control over one's life
3. Identification with workers

4. Acquiring knowledge about workers
5. Acquiring interpersonal skills
6. Ability to present oneself objectively

7. Acquiring respect for other people and the work they do

Vocational Development Tasks of the Intermediate Years

1. Developing a positive self concept

2. Acquiring the discipline of work
3. Identification with the concept of work as a valued' institution

4. Increasing knowledge. about workers

15. Increasing interpersonal skills

'61.- Increasing ability to present oneself objectively .

7. Valuing human dignity

Vocational Development Tasks 'of the Junior High Years

1. Clarification of a self. concept

2. Assumption of responsibility for vocational planning

3. Formulation of tentative career goals
4. Acquiring knowledge of occupations and work settings

5. Acquiring knowledge of educational and vocational resources
6; Awareness of the decfsion-making process
7. Acquiring a sense of.independepce

Vocational Development Tasks of the Senior High.Yeri,,

1. Reality, testing of a self concept

2. Awareness cf preferred life style

3. Reformulation of tentative career goals

4, Increasing knowledge of-and experience in occupations and

work settings
5.J Acquiring knowledge of educational and vocational paths

6. Clarification of the decision-making process as related to

self
7. Commitment with tentativeness within a changing world
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maturity revels -- experiences yhAe440ill help the individual Clarify his or

her goals;; obtain the skills, knowledge ana attitudes to achieve them; to

evaluate oneself, one's values and one's self-definition in relation to
so.rs,

society. This del uses the total work community as a vehicle for self-

exploration !and move us toward a concern for total curriculum based on

human needs. Rather than improving subjects by bits and pieces, as was

done inthe early sixties, it brings us closer to what Goodlad (1968) has

called a "humanistic curriculum" based on human needslind values.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT OF WOMEN

And whet does all this mean in relation to self-development needs of

women? How can these ideas be modified to meet their unique career needs?

The conceptual model and strategies described are intended to enhance career

development and pr6mote career maturity in both boys and girls. While they

need to be field tested and evaluated, the integration of such guidance

content into the regular school program holds promise for achieving.somof

our humanistic goals. Yet, I would argue that some special focus on the

career planning process for women is justified at this point in time. Per-
e

haps in another ten to twelve yeaii, after students have experienced well-

integrated programs, such attention will not be necessary. In the remaining

4
time, I would like to address myself to the career development of women and

1.-) what we in the counseling profession can do about it.

FEMALE CAREER PATTERNS

There is no full -blown theory of female career development. .While most

of the career development literature has dealt with male poPulations, Super

in)957 postulated a "Logical Scheme" of women's career patterns. He

identified seven kinds of female patterns, including what he labels the

'29
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stable homemaking, theconventional, the stable working pattern, a double-

track pattern, the interrupted pattern, the unstable pattirn, and the

multiple trial pattern. The first attempt of any major theorist to direct

his attention toward female partiCipation in the world of work, he prefaced

his schema with the statement, "Woman's role as childbearer makes her the

keystone bf the home and, therefore, gives hdmemaking a central place in her

career" (1957).

Others have"alsO offered descriptions of-women's careers by socio-

economic divisions. In 1968 Psathas suggested the importance of cultural

and situational factors and chance elements,, in the environment which limit

women's freedom of vocational choice. AnaStasi (1969) identified the blue-

collar pattern, the active volunteer, the interim job, the late-bIoLing

career, and the double-life pattern. Zytowski (19b9) beg, his "contribution

toward a theory" with the assumption that the mb.1 role of woman is home-

maker. He then identified three factors which affect female vocational

development: 1) age of entry into an occupation, 2) span of participation,

and 3) degree of participation. Combin -ions of these elements yield three

different vocational patterns: 1) the m. vocational, 2) the moderate

vocational, and 3) the unusual. ,

J.
These theories are important not tecause hey provide the last word on

women's career development, but because they op the doors to research and

provide some beginning attempts to understand want. other than traditional

stereotypic roles. They atso offer support for the lis that women's life

patterns are not uniform and that a variety of life st, is possible for

women as well as for men.

There is another growing body of literature on women's growth and

development that offers some startling evidence of limits on that growth:
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Althoush there is not time to summarize them here,_the studies of early

sex role socialization present convincing evidence of the programming of

boys and gir16 for prescribed roles (Hochschild,'1973; Hartley, 1960;

Maccoby, 1966; Weitzman et al, 1972). The textbook messages are clear:

boys are active, outdoor, strong breadwinners; girls are passive, dependent

homemakers; boys need to be able to be smart, to take care of themselves,

boss, do a variety of jobs; girls are to-stay behind, Watch, wait, work

puzzles, help boys, and stay home. One book about girls shaws a dejected

little girl sitting on the steps asking, almost plaintively, "What can I

do?" The parallel book about boys shows a standing, active, happy boy

saying, "What I can do." Girls grow up narcissistic, asking, "Haw will I

look? What will I wear?"' Boys learn early that

schdol book for four-to-six-year-olds suggests,

"A piratic, a sailor, a gypsy, a knight
An actor, a cowboy, a king.
I'll be strong, it shouldn't take long,
I'll be five by spring."

they can be, as one pre-

FEMALE SELF-CONCEPTS AND ASPIRATIONS

And what does this early conditioning do to girls' self-concepts and/

aspirations? Matthews and Tiedeman (1964) found that girls who, had expressed

strong vocational goals in the junior high had shifted to marriage goals in

the senior high, although the more recent study by Rand and Miller. (1972)

suggested that a new cultural imperative for women was being expressed in

the Options perceived by girls in junior .1.gh, senior high, and' college--

that of the dual role of career and marriage. Other studies have cited

girls' lack of vocational goals and realistic planning (Lewis, 1965;

Zytawski, 1969), though more recent studies such as the follaw-up study

on Project Talent population reveal girls as showing more concern for career
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planning and wanting more control over their own lives (Flanagan, and Jung,

1971).

Horner's widely, quoted studies of academically talented college men

and women found that the females, asked to complete a story about "Anne,

who was graduating at the top of her medical class," revealed all kinds

of "fear of success" themes -- fantasies that it couldn't be true; having

Anne drop to eighth in the class and marrying the boy at the top; seeing

her as an acne-faced bookworm experiencing feelings of rejection, loneli-

ness, and doubts about her femininity; having her see a counselor who

suggests that she try nursing, and the like. The girls simply could not

cope with the image of Anne as a person who might be able to have' success-
;

ful marriage andcareer. In separate studies, Rosenkrantz (1968) and Smith

(1939) both found that girls tend to devalue themselves, other girls, and

1

female accomplishments and that both boys and girls value males More than

females. In a study by Braverman et al (1970), mental health practitioners

(psychologists, social workers, etc.) were asked to describe a mature, well -

adjusted woman, and a mature, well-adjusted person. The descriptions for

the well-adjusted person and well-adjusted man coincided. However, the

description of the well-adjusted woman showed her as more submissive, less
411;

independent, less adventurous, more easily influenced, less aggressive,

less competitive, more emotional, excitable and vain, and less interested

in science and mathematics. These studies seem to indicate a number of

factors which mitigate against women feeling very good abou' themselves as

achieving, motivated, participating human beings.

WOMEN IN THE WORk FORCE

What happens when we move from the theoretical descriptions/of women's
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lives and the sociological and psychological studied of their self-perceptions

and aspirations to the realities of their participation in the work world?

Even here the data can be somewhat shocking, especiallyto the high school

Or
boy or girl who may find it hard to internalize the data. While there are

/
,

many. myths about working women, there is abundance of data available on the
.1

1

nature and extent of women's participat it in education and work--data

gathered not by the Women's Moligent, but by oc4cupational analysts in the

U. S. Department of Labor. It is well-known, for example, that there are

32 million working women, compising one third of the labor force; that 42

per cent of all women are working, over half of them married; that most

women work for economic reasons; that the number of working mothers, even

those with small children, has increased; and that there is an increasing

proportion of female heads of household.

We are told that the average woman marries at 20, has her last child at

4,

age 26, .her last child in school by .32. The average age of women in the

labor force is now 42. With a life expectancy of 74 or 75, she can expect
-

to have 30-35 years after children (if she has them) are in school to

develop new meaning and interests in the'second half of her life. A chart

prepared by the California Commission on Women pre+nts_a typical woman's

life very vividly (Figure 5). Of course there is considerable variation in--

these figures, dependent often on whether the Woman is from a minority or

poverty family, her marital status, the number of children she has, the

amount of education she-has, and her work-motivatiOn. Butthe long-range

A

Labor DepartMent projections are that 9 out of-10 girls will marry; 8, out

of 10 will have children; 9 out of 10 will be employee, outside of the home

for some period of time; 6 of 10 will work full-time outside their-hasige*

for up to 30 years; 1 in 10-will be widowed before she,is 50; 1 in 10 will,
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55

years

Figure 5

California Advisory Commission on the Status-of Women

A WOMAN'S LIFE

74 year

64' 3/4 Childhood 9 14

years years

Education
and

Adolescence ,

Marriage
and

Childbearing

years

e"
years

27 3/4
years

37 years

,The blank half could be filled in with 'vegetation,' employment, political

activity., community work, church or club work, etc., but should it not be
filled with productivity and the utilization of talents, abilities and
interests? Do pepple stagnate if they don't continue to grow? What
happens to a woman who hasn't worked in 20 year if she is suddenly
widowed or divorced at age 43? Shouldn't full-time homemaker's child-
raising years be devoted part-time to continued education and prepara-

tion°for the last half of'her life?
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be, heads of families; probably 3 in TO will be, divorced; 1=',in 5 will

obtain e college degree (Impact, 1972).

One of the hard realities is that women who are working are concentrated

in a few occupations , many of them low-paying, low- level, and dead-end.

One- third;of all working women are concentrated in seven pc'cupations: re-
,

tail sales clerk, secretary, household worker, elementary teacher, book-
,

keeper, waitress, and nurse. An additionat,one-third are found 41_20

si 4, .
occupations with 3 out of 4 clerical workers a woman, and only 15

Percent in professional or technical occupations. The proportion of women

in professional jobs has declined in the past 36 years (Kreps, 1971).

SOMTAL,TRENDS AND CHANGING LIFE PATTERNS

number of'societal trends and changing work and family patternsylve

contributed to women's increased participation in work and community. While

it is difficult to assess the rate and strength of movements, tt seems

reasonable to say that these trends` are having an .impact on women's career

deve,lopmente Let me just cite a few of them:

1) 11Pechnology,3.abor-saving devices, and the "decline of motherhood"
,

as a full-time occupation; V .

.

2) Population.decline and birth control with its'pmwerfuL effects on
norms and decisions regarding numberof children;

3) The Women's Movement which bias highlighted issues and concerns
about equal rights in a variety of sectors and the concomitant
movement for men's liberation;

%

4) Legilption and Federal regulations providing a legal context for

improving the status of women in education and work;

re°
5) New Life'Styles and FeMale Sense of Identity--the move nt toward

a more androgynous society in which,roles in work and amily are

shared, more family patterns are acknowledged, and wommiare risk-

ing different, kinds of,patterns.and self-definitions based on their

own needs.
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and

6) part-t,imd-joba and day:-cire.tenterst,greaEer availability of part-
time work and more hi:IMAM-0 day=care .facilities.

- -

D'Coniinuing Educat'iitin 'With its, opportunities for womento enter and
're-enter education and/or'Woirk and to update or retrain for new
fields.

)8) Breakdb-Wp of occupational and career - stereotypes,. so that
ous career patte s and dual patterns are becoming more c
and both male and emalg occupational'stereotypes are bei

Nonetheless, the obstacles to career development for
K

pervasive: the sex-role copditioningand socia

conflicts about fulfilling multiple roles in marr s7,

o f'et'We.
focus on marriage or the prospects.

educators and parents need to make

fact that- life, does not 'en

take care .of his Pri

those last

iit

4?,"*.

tend"tend- not

64Ucai ona 1-oc cup

and girls. "do not

cannoti-u4p what th

y studies have shown that girls lack planfulness,

4

otinselors need to be made aware of

sz,/

s',.to me that we as

w

cont

're

1

4.

role
-

and 3) the

and men aware of the
.

rince Charming is not going to

Boman' s- life span and to do someconicious

to seek occupational information,,_ and they lack realistic.

tional plans. If, as Katz (1973) says so well, both boys

know what they need, do not have what they wantand

have," we have a responsibility to help them get this .

)snfoimatid , to use. it, and to internalize it in terms of their own goals,
,,...

7 .

plans, abilities, preferred life styles, and self-iMages. The lack of
_ ..

'''t

work orientation is another barrier. Women are not as work.oriented as

'men and are-not expected to

central to women as to men,

be. Working outside the home has_not been

and women are not expected to have career

as

motives at the head of their motivational hierarchy. If they do, they are

labeled odd or unusual, or a "career woman" although we rarely talk about

Concern for women's career development is not a movementa "career man."

to set every woman into the labor force. Rather, it is concern for her
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uniqueness and individuality as a person and for her right to have some,'
, .

freedom of choice in personal and work life: Finally, there exists the

barrier of sex - discrimination. While some of the'barriers are being

-,erased, the discrimination in the work fprce and in education is still very

real.

WHAT WE DO ABOUT IT
.

-..: 1

..
.3

1:
t

.
.

One of the thingsWe know froar.sorganizational change is that it is

futile tooffer,solutions before people recognize-that there is a prOblem.

Unfortunately, to many parents and educators, in higher education as well

as K-I2 settings, concern about w 'en's development is still a "Ha-ha."

But a number of.teachers and counselors who recognize the problem are try-
.

ing to do something about it, both through counseling and curriculum. In

4.1fi recent not-yet-final A ?GA Position,Paper on "Coup elor Role in Career

Education," Hoyt icientifies-leadership in eliminating sexism and racism

as one cif six major Counselor-roles (1974).

A number of counselors and teachers have initiated their awn efforts.

r

For example, a third grade teacher has tried to sensitize her children to

the sex-role stereotyping that pervades their readers and curriculum

materials by having them rewrite their stereotyped ABC of Occupations

Book. Two junior high English teachers developed a unit on Male and

.
Female Images and had'students interview workers in non-traditional

occupations. 4 counselor and teacher teamed to develop a three-week

group counseling course on 'yomen in the '70s." Students did values

voting, awareness exercises, and were exposed to a variety of role models,
-

e.g. the traditional homemaker, the dual career, the two-career family. A

counselor created a questionnaire to help faculty look at their awn,con-
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scions attitudei toward women's roles. Another created la model for a

workshop on sexism. A number of other efforts have included shadowing,

cross-age teaching, strength groups, support groups, hands-on experiences,

\
and peer counseling. All -of these suggest a variety of curriculum inter--

ventions in which many counselors hsVe been involved. Most of these out-

reach programs are still piecemeal and fragmented and need persons who,

can provide some leadership to a coordinated, sequential program.

COUNSELING API3ROACHES

In the event we:perceive the problem as more than a "Ha-ha," what are

some counseling strategies we can use to make a positive difference in the

lives of girls? While there is not time to explain in detail, I would

like to close with seven strategies related to our more traditional

counseling roles:

I. We need to became aware of our own conscious and nonconscious

attitudes and practices in the'counse ing interview.

2. We neeeto become increasingly aware of sex bias in tests and

inventories and our own bias in interpreting those instruments.

3. We need to help both boys and, girls become increasingly aware

of the options available to them--in education, in occupation, in life

styles, in career patterns.

4. We need to provide accurate information about trends related to

male and female roles both'in the wdrk world and in the larger society..

5. We need to help boys and girls,' and especially girls,.leakn the

processes of decision-making, in order to seek the information they,need,

to engage in self-Winition, and to get some control over their own lives.

6. We need to provide girls with a variety of role models with whom
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they can identify and from whom they can learn'that multiple roles are.

possible, desirable, and real.

,7. We need to involve parents, who still have theAigdiett impact on
0

children's selfmconcepb and aspirations, in the career development process.

It is safe to say, I think, that we have just begun, to chip away at

the top of the iceberg of the problems of female career deyelopment. There

is a lot we need to -know about female career patterns, aspirations, and

,
decisions. Yet, I think we know enough to chart some humanistic paths to

the development of both sexes.. There is too much that is going on today,

especially regarding women, that is not career education, but career mis-
.

eduction. Yes, career development as sekf'development for the positive

growth' and career development of wonen,:as well as men, is something in

which we all need to invest our own creative potentials.
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THE ROLE, OF ASSESSMENT IN CAREER GUIDANCE:

A REAPPRAISAL

. Dale J. Prediger

N
The American College Testiqg Program

or.

The use of tests irk guidance has been under fire for a number of

-years. Recently, however, "bigger guns" have becdme involved, and their

aim has been getting sharper. For example, Goldman, author of a landmark

volume on the use of tests in counseling (Goldman, 1971), recently sug-

gested that the marriage between tests and counseling has failed (Goldman,

1972). Various leaders in the field of career. guidance, among them Norm

'GYsbers, Dave Pritchard and others, have minted Out the inadequabies of

"test-Jem, tell 'em guidance" and the trait and factor research which it

is presumably based. Guidance Leaders, in general, have bec a impatient

with the one-shot, two-step, problem-oriented approach to the us f tests

in counseling and its underlying foundation of, prediction/selection-

oriented measurement concepts.

As a counselor educator who, taught a testing practicum for seven

years, I became painfully aware of the inadequacies:, of current testing

instruments, research, and practices. Many of these criticisms you have

heard- -that test use is_largely based on an outmoded square peg, square

hole model of career guidance; that this model is static'rather than

Paper presented, in part, at the May 30-31, 1074 Conference on
"Career Guidapce: Status and Promise," : University of Maine at Orono.
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developmental, that it is directive and limiting rather than facilitative,

and that test validity datia do not justify the use of this model, even if

it were desirable. Test 'em and tell 'em is not defensible. But, what are

the implications? toes this mean we should not test? Certainly, that is

the message many counselors are receiving.

As I pondered the problem, it appeared more and more that tests were

getting a bum rap - -that they were being used as scapegoats and excuses for

questionable guiddnce practices. Recall that Frank Parsons formulated-the

square peg model of career guidagce several years before ability tests and

interest inventories existed. (Indeed, the square peg model iffl described

in the writings of Plato.) Although this model has become almost synony-

O
mous with the guidance use of tests, counselors have readily-substituted

peisonal judgments of counselee characteristics into the square peg formula.

Are tests really. the cause of poor career guidance practice, or have

they merely been available? 'Did we get to our current state because, for

many years, no one gave more than lip service to career guidwe? Did. 4

counselors, operating in a professional vacuum, become too eager to use

tests as a way to discharge their il.l- defined career guidance responsibili-
,.

tie's? 'Were they overawedby the success of testing in the personnel

selection context (which, incidentally, is quite different from the guid-

ance context)? In short, did counselors embrade the square peg model

because it was the only thing available?'

I believe the answer to each of these questions is, essentially,

"yes." If so, it is no wonder that counselors became disillusioned with

testing as we began to better understand the career development and

decision-making process. Advances in career development theory and the

new emphasis being placed on career guidance are causing a revolution in
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a

carder guidsnce.practicel. Certainly, a revolution is in order. But

isn't blaming tests for the square peg model of career guidance akin to

(blaming skin color for racial discrimination? ,Should tests be banished

forever to the Isle of PsychOmetrika? Or can the role of testsin career

guidance be reformulated in terms of career development and decision -'

making concepts?

Fortunately, fOr my peace of mind, I had t opportunity to do some

thinking about these questions in the process writing a Chapter,for the

recent NVGA decennial volume on career guidanct. My presentation this
7.

morning will draw heavily on that paper. My goa, to re-examine the role

of testing iteducational and vocational guidance in light of Career

development theory and career decision-making theory. (By career guidance,

I mean--briefly--educational and vocational guidance. But since a career

encompassei a person's life, so does the career guidance to which I refer.,)

Later I will take a look at the role of career development measures in needs

assessment and I will give a brief reportot- ACT's recent "Nationwide Study

of Student Career Development" (Prediger, Roth & Noeth,1973). However,

my concern now, is with the traditional areas of guidance assessment, i.e.,

abilities and interests. I hope to show that measures of these human

attribUtes can play a vital role in developmental career guidance.

First, hoWever,,we need to take a look at common misconception or

'feeling about the use of tests in counseling, a feeling that persists re-

gardless of the use.that is proposed. We are told that somehow tests, with

their associated statistics, miss the whole point of counseling- -the warm,

humeri relationship between the counselor and the, counselee. Test scores

are cold and impersonal, and their usewiil make counseling cold and
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impersonalb To test is to treat the counselee as a number, to deny the

importance of the counsele as a person, and to rule out any possibility

of relating to him on a per;onal level.

'Maybe so - -it can be that way. But it all depends on the training,

attitude, and humanity of the counselOr. Te,st scores, by themselves, are

no more cold and impersonal than a raised eyebrow. If properly derived,

they communicate information--nothing more, nothing less. This information

can be used in a Cold, impersonal way or it can be used in a personal,

helpful.wayj It is the counselor, however, who determines

used--just as he determines how information about Johnny's

values,and goals will be used. Tests do not manipulate,

how itwill be

home background,

pigeonhole,

provide all the answers, or tell Johnny what to do. They do provide in-

formation--information a counselor can use in conjunction with other
.

types of information in the career guidance process.

FOUNDATIONS FOR CAREER GUIDANCE TESTING

Np14, anyone who maintains that information is irrelevant to the
-.... ...

career guidan,ce process can take a nap at this point, because'the rest of

what I amaabout to say is based on the following postulate, namely: In-

formation on personal characteristics as they relate to various career

choice options is a necessary but not sufficient condition for optimizing

career development (Clarke, Gelatt, & Levine, 1965). That is, information

is necessary for career development, but, it is not sufficient by itself.

The manner in which the information is used Is crucial.

A second postulate bears on the use of test information in career

guidance. I would like to suggest that the role of tests in career guidance

iS aireefold: first, to stimulate, broaden, and provide focus to career
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exploration; second, to stimulate exploration of self in relation to

career; and third to provide "what if" information with respect to

various career choice options. I firmly believe that the guidance role

4

of tests can best be accomplished in the context of an experientially

based, developmentalcareerguidance program.

THE IMPORTANCE OF CAREER EXPLORATION

Certainly, there is nothing that is particularly original in all of

this. The term "exploration," for examge, ". . .has figured in the

vocabularies of counselors and vocational psychologists since 1908 whe

Parson (sic) wrote the first book on occupational choice (Jordaan, 1963

p. 48)." However, the role of tests in facilitating career exploration

and planning has received relatively little discussion in the guidance and

testing literature. By and large, the use of tests in description, pre-

..

diction, and problem solving has been emphasized. For this reason,

attention here is focused mainly on exploratory applications of testing.

Today we are seeing a renewed interest in career exploration, bOth

in career development theory and in guidance practice. An exploratory

period, stage, or substage is central to the career development theories

of Ginzberg, Ginsburg, Axelrad, and Herma (1951); Super (1169); and

Tiedeman and O'Hara (1963). Exploratory activities are central to develop-

mental career guidance programs currently being implemented. Pritchard

(1962) directs attention to the relationship between career exploration

and self-exploration. Tennyson (1970) calls for "directed occupational

'experiences" as preparatory for decision making. Gysbers and Moore (1971)

make progressively focused, "hands-on",exploratory activities the central

theme of a K-12 deVelopmental career guidance program. Career exploration
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is a concept and a guidance function that once again has come of age.

Th curr t emphasis on career exploration is not surprising if one

subscribes t6 Super's principle that "In choosing an bccupation one is,

in effect, choosing a means of implementing a self-concept (1957, p. 196)."
/

An occupat etr, duper is saying, gives a person the chance to be the kind

of person he wants to be. Thus, the importance of knowing oneself and

the charActeristics of occupations is readily ap rentC. More is involved

here than information, however. One's va , goals,and needs (both

conscious and unconscious) are relevant as are the psychosocial reinforcers
.0%

of occupation Hence, rational vocational choice, alone, may not lead to

Personally satisfying de- cisions. Experience, that traster teacher, plays

a major role in career choice as in everything else. Exploratory activities

are designed fo provide the experience (dire;t or viparious) that leads to

the reality testing, clarification, and implenvtay.on of the vocational

'11self-concept.

VThe desirability and value o career exproration is widely recognized.

The question is, "What can we do facilitate career exploration ?"

"PrOvide every student with a ple opportunities for intensive, first-hand

exp loration of evdry occupation 0 the world of work" is, perhaps the

ideal answer. A sampling of first-hand and vicarious experiences is more

likely to be practical, however. But which experiences? After all, the

wo ld of work,is large and complex. And what about a,sudent's personal

characteristics--his interests, abilities, working condition preferences

values, and goals? Are they irrelevant to the exploration, planning,, and'.

decision-making processes? They're not? Then what are some wa,y_s_of

- -,
. -,

knowing and understanding one's personal characteristics And their career

relevance?, Through one's experiences? The-reactiOns of others? Tests?

1 Ss
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But what do tests Shave to offer? Aren t.they rather far removed from

hands-on eiperienEe?

Before taking a more, detailed look at the potential contributions of

Pests to career exploration,.'it will be useful to review some of the

major concepts, in career decision making for the illumination that may be

Provided on the role of tests in guidance.

N.
41.6%

MAJOR FACTORS IN CAREER DECISION:MAKING
.

Decision making is an integral part of career development. As Katz

has pointed out, vocational development may be a continuous process, but-

". . .the process is enacted through a sequence of choices (1966, p. 8)."

Only r cently, however, have the components.of career decision making

becom the subject of concerted inquiry. (For example, see Clarke, Gelatt,

& Levi , 1965; Gelatt & Clarke, 1967; Herr, 1970; Kate, 1966; Ihoresenl&

Mehrens, 1967). Chief among these components are the outcomes associated

with different choiCe options, the desirability-(utility) of these out-

comesfrom the standpoint of the individual, and ekeirqbability of achiev-

ing the outcomes. Clarke, Gelatt, and Levine (1965) point out that career

decisions are made under a gombination of risk and uncertainty and tat;

one way or another, they involve probabilitiesestkma s of what will

happen In theory, the probabilities affecting a decision cac be of

two kinds: objective (e.g., based on statistical likelihoods) dr sub-

jective (e.g., based on pekOnal forecasts). In the realm of. career

choice, however, the probabilities are always subjeCtive because it is the?'

individual-who di4des (Gelatt & Clarke, 19:67; Thoresen & Mehrens, 1967).

Gelatt and Clarke cite evidence that

. .subjective probability estimates play a crucial role in
the -decision_prrcess. Furthermore, the role appears' to be
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as,

,1

sufficiently pervas suggest that subjective probabil-
ity estimates may be an in al part of the educational-
vocational decision process even when the student; lacks
sufficient objectiVe information upon which torJase the
estimates. Thus, if a student is going to make auch esti-
mates and use them regardless, it would seem essential that
through effe-ctive counselihg the estimates be based as much

- c
as possible on fact ratherothan on wishful thinking, myth, ,

dr "hearsay." (pp. 338-339, italics'Added)
A 20,....A".. c

Gelatt and Clarke also cite studies indicAti4itilat individuals can

incorporate objective data into their personal probability estimates with

the result being an increase in realisi. They suggest that ". . .a primarY-

function of an effective guidance prograT Would be the gathering and or-

ganizing of a broad base of relevant factual dal to be used'by students

in formulating realistic probability estimates (p. 540)."

lAnother concept useful in describing the decision-making process is

that of disjointed incrementalism (Braybrooke & Lindblom, 1963). As in-

terpreted by Gro s.(1967), this concept means that

. .o.decis ns are always made on the basis of very limited
knowledge, and'typically involvela relatively small change,
from an existing state of affairs. Further, the choice process
is a jagged operation consisting of a series of steps, .rever, N

sible in many places, and marked often by an adjustment of
ends to means: . . .often persons do not first look at the ends
that they seek to attain, and then go about Iooking.for the
means. (p. 423)

Instead,. a person.% . ..looks for ends that can be attained by the means

that he has (p. 423.)"

Finally, Ginzberg, Super, and Tiedeman have each described a

sequence of stages or tasks thett are involved in career decisions. While

society more or less calls e time and sets the pace for these decision-

making sequences, the proce is not an orderly series of unrepeated and

(-
unrelated steps.
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IMPLICAtIONS.F R CAREER GUIDANCE

What are the implications of these views of the career decision-

'making process? We have seen that decision making is an integral part of

career deVelopment and that information, whether in the form .of facts or

probabilities, lSa necessary component of decisions. According to current

formulations, career development involves an overlapping sequence of tasks

and choice's, each in turn involving a sequence of preparatory stages

occurring over time, Exploration, whether active or passive,, is inescap-

able as a decision-making stage. Careerexploration and self-exploration

are part Df the Same process. Many career decisions, it appears, may be

shaped and framed:In small increments, and while society does provide

- one-way gates*4esteps leading to these

leisurely. At the:1Me time,'individtals

largely

,,,oability to choose from

gates are'typically small and

often travel along career paths .
=

determined bya. Iable means rather than desired ends. Their

.

the available paths may be

by the lack of information

-bend.

In iumary,

4

seriously hindered

them to forecast what lies around the
f

it would appear that at least sic Specific implications

for Career guidancescan be drawn from this'yiewof career decision making.t.
l''-'1. Bbcause,of the relativeIpvisibility of occupations

11

in our'.
complex society and because of the natural. tendency for means. to deftrmine
elids in career pianning, a major fUnceionof guidance Is to widen the
field of exploration during earlY. stages of''the career decision- making
process, ,.

.4. ,.

.

.

. . .

2. Career exploration is.: crucialw career decision Making because
it can (a) provide t4e,student with information about posiible choice
optious, ip,c,luding'prohable.outcomes eof these choices; (b) facilitate th,
experiencing of career optiOns; and (c) focus atteritfon on self,in relation
to these options. . . -..

IC
i f '

3. The sequential, incremental, and tine- extensive nature of decision
making suggests that there is ample opportunity 'in developmental guidinca
programs for the provision,andthe clarification of information needed in

I
'
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Career decision making.

4. Because of the sequential, incremental, and time-extensive nature
of decision making, information available during the early stages of
decision making is subject to repeated reality, testing and can undergo a
,self-corrective process'by means of successive approximation.

5. Sinde a givereindividual may, be simultaneously involved in
several decision-making problems and stages, his needs.for information's
at a given point in time will.vary both in type and content.

6. The need,for information of the "what401.-" variety in career
decision making is incontestable. Information the probable outcomes
Of differen't courses of action constitutes a necessary but not sufficient
condition for making decisions wisely.

0

THE ROLE OF TESTING. IN CAREER' GUIDANCE
vo-

k,-

What, then, do4tests have to offer career guidance? The major con?

tribution is'information7:information that facilitates self/carqer ex-
.

ploration and that focuses on the "what ifs" of career decision making.

Information for career exploration is not information that forecloses

the decision-making process by telling Johnny the occupation he ought to

enter or the choice-he ought to make. Rather, it is information that

suggests careers and things about Johnny's self that he might want to

explore. The information is not crucial by itself, but rather, in terms

'of the exploration it stimulates. Expl ratiOn, of course, takes time.

Hence, testing for th6-purpose of sti'm ating exploration must be intro-
o

duced-garly in the decision-making process, and the individual must be

provided with encouragement.and.opportunities for exploration.

This is not to suggest that tests should or can4be the sole means of

stimulating career exploration. Instead,'it is proposed that tests can

best be used the context'of a developmental guidance program, a/Program

that seeks to stimulate and facilitate student exploration through a wide

range of articulated activities.
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The 13econd major contribution 4:4 tests to career guidance is the

Provision of information'bearing on the "what ifsh of decision 'making.

Dedision theory tells us that an essential component of every decision is

consideration of the outcomes of various decisions. For certain categories

of outcomes, chiefly performance in educational and job training programs,

tests can provide some of thenecessary "what if" types of information.

However, prior participation by the student in a developmental career

guidance program is, again, crucial. While counselors may subscribe to the

belief that test scores should be seen in the context of all other avail:-

able information, this may be psychologically impossible for a counselee

who is provided with a test profile today and feels compelled (internally

or externally) to make a choice tomorrow. Under these circumstances,

test results will Often loom large in the decision - making prodess, and'a

square-peg interpretation'(on the part of the counselee, at least) may be

unavoidable. However, in the context of adevelopMental careerlguidance

Program, the'"what if" information provided by tests becomes e,part'of a

much larger whole, It' is placed fn proper perspective, so to speak.

ustp EXPiORATION.

In previous discussion, attention has been directed to the broadening

or exploratory uses of tests. However, there comes a stage in the

decision-making process when it is necessary to narrow the range of choice

options under considerations Ginzberg, Super, and Tiedeman each speak of

crystallizing preferences and specifying or implementing choices. Youth

cannot go'on forever keeping all possible gates open, for to do so would

greatly impair their ability to pass through any but the largest of gateways.

The career development tasks set for youth by society sooner or later force
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a commitment; a narrowing process eventually has.to occur -- usually during

the, late teens in our society. A major task of guidance is to insure that

this narrowing does not occur by default--to help youth survey the career

world before choosing to take up residence in this or that region..

puring the elementary school years, to, continue the analogy; the

survey is like a plane trip around the world. The major continents of

employment become apparent, and the student is helped to identify different

climates and features of the workscape. Carper awareness is the primary

goal.' Once the age of puberty is passed, however, the increased con-

sciousness of self, the impending status of adulthood, and the move

toward, independence and self-direction combine to make more intensive,

personalized experience in the World of work desirable. -The student now

needs to spend some time in different work locales to find.outif they

are merely nice'places or whether he would really like to live there.

Career exploration, at this stage, takes on,a new dimension. Whereas,

during the prepuberty years it could be broad and general, a "once-over-
.

lightly" partly based on transitory fantasies and interests, career

exploration during the postpuberty years requires focus and intensity.

Exploration,of the whole world ofwork must giveway to exploration of

the possibleg and the'probables.

The major task of career guidance at this stage would appear to be

broadening the scope of the possibles and ftobables while helping youth,

to find their way among them. Perhaps the most appropriate term to

describe this task is "focused_ exploration." One of the major guidance

roles of testing is to help provide focus to career exploration--not a

focus that singles out the "right" occupation for Johnny or Sal/y, but,'

'rather a focus that points to regions of the work world which they may want
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to visit. We at ACT have tried to implement this exploratory role'of

tests.bY actually developing a "map" of the world of work. The map,

which uses basic interest and work task dimensions

People/Things) fokits poles, appearS in a booklet

You and Your Career (ACT, 1973). Through various

(i.e., bate/Ideas and

called Exploring:

exercises, the student's

attention is focused on different "regions" of the map and the job

families located in those regions. While our.1Wopd of Work Map- for Job

Families" is currently only a first effort somewhat like the maps developed.

by the early explorers, we do feel that it helps provide perspective and

focus to careerkexploration.

IMPLICATIONS FOR TESTING PROCEDURES

As noted in a previous section, there is nothing new in the current

emphasis on career exploration. Neither is it new to suggest that tests

might be used to facilitate exploration. Interest inventories have been

used for_this purpose for a number of years. In the past, however,

A

attention in testing texts has been concentrated on the use of tests in

description, prediction, and in bringing abOU1 resolution of choice con-

flicts, The nature of assessment and reporting procedures appropriate to

these purposes differs considerably frOm what is needed to facilitate

career exploration.

§ome years ago, Cronbach and Gleser (1957) distinguished between

what they called wideband and narrowband approaches topeasurement.

Narrowband instruments focus intensive assessment on a specific, limited

area of concern with the objective being highly accurate measures of those

'personal characteristics most relevant to that concern. Usually, only a

few measures are involved (e.g., a, college placement test covering English,
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mathematics, and natural science). Wideband instruments, on the other

hand, aseess a wide variety of personal characteristips-characteristics

that are relevant to a number of concerns; Ideally, many different .

,Measures will be involved in one articulated testing program--for example:

interests, abilities, competencies, job values, working condition prefer-

mice, and educational aspirations.
.s

Cronbach and Gleser's delineation of the bandwidth dimension in

measurement has implications for the types of measures that are used in

career guidance. Wideband measurement, it would appear, is especially

appropriate to facilitating s9,11:- and career exploration. Because of the

wide variety of personal characteristics that can be covered, the student_
0

is presented with several perspectives from which he can view his "self"

in relation to careers.. New ways of abstracting experience and focusing

it on career plans are added to the information he already has. Ideally,

two basiatypes of information are added: information, on personal

characteristics

tion personal

infOrmation presented in self terms); and informa-

characteristics to career option's (i.e., information

about self presented in career terms)., Among.the major limitations'of

many tests currently used in guidance

different kinds of information (e.g.,

in separate, unarticulated tests) and

both in 'self and career terms..

Use of tests in the context.of a

are their failure to integr9te

interests and abilities are covered

theit failure 10 provide information

developmental areer guidance program

makes wideband measures desirable from another standpoint. Since develop-

Mental guidance is for everyone, and since there are wide' differences in
:)

,

the information needs of different individuals or of an individal,, sirtriu/-

t 4
tandously engaged in several decision-making cycles, only wideband mpagAres
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can provide the variety of information that is needed.

MODELS FOR DATA=INFORMATION CONVERSION.
-Another implication that follows from the previous discussion is the

need to change our expectations of what tests should give us: Test data,

after all, must undergo a series of transformations if they are to have an

impact on career developMent. First, the data (scores, percentile ranks,

stanines, etc.) must be transformed into information relevant to counseling'

and guidance. Next, this information must be transformed into experiencg,
, .e 0 A

and finally, the experience must be transformed into career plans and

decisions. Test publishers have the primary responsibiliV'for data-

information transformation, 'although this responsibility is, shared'with

counselors. Counselors and test publishers, together,have the primary

responsibility for helping students transform information, into experience,

although this responsibility is shared'with the students themselves.

Finally, studentd alone have the responsibility of transforming experience

into career decisions, although counselors, parents, dad other interested

individuals can provide, help.

The first of the transfurmations.noted above is the conversion of!'

test data into guidance information. In career guidance this means informa-

tion useful in the exploration and specification stage of decision making. '

As Goldman (1971) has pointed out, data-information co version involves

"bridging the'gap" between the test ecore and i,ts implications for the
0 :A

counselee. Test scores, by themselves, have no meaning. It is only

after determination of their relation gip to real-world events that they`
I

y ,,
Y .,

become more than digits on a page derived from marks on 'a page. This ,
,' 'relationship, of course, is relevant to a central characteristic of; all
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tests--validity. bui validity data, alone, seldom provide the counselor.

with much help in transfprming test scores into counseling information.

A correlation coefficient of .53 between a test and grades in nursing

says very little to the counselor about Mary's prospects in that.field:

What the counselor really needs for purposes of.career_guidance IA a way

to bridge the gap between the test score and its meaning, not its meaning

in general, but rather, its meaning for Mary.

Too often, test publishers have settled for providing a score profile,

some general validity data, and a few suggestions, and then have expected .

the counselor to muddle through. We have called it "clinical interpretation,"

certainly an indispensable part of any use of tests in guidance; but L*1.-

.

haps the,term is
s

largely i "cop out" that covers for our inability to

-e?e counselors with the information they need..

What, thenAre some procedures for bridging the gap betwen the test

score and its implications? Two major kinds of' models have been implicit

in the discussion thus far--amodel suggesting choice-options for explora-

tion and a model indicating probable level of success should a particular
1

option be pursued. The model most familiar is undoubtedly the model used

to provide predictions of performance or success, i.e., the correlation

and regression model. Less well-known, although by no means new, is the _

discriminant-centour model (riedeman, Bryan, 1951). The function

of this latter model is to provide an indication of a student's similarity

to the characteristics of persons already pursuing 4.arious choice options,

Degree of similarity can be expressed statistically via centour scores,

,which are two digit numbers with some of the same properties as percentile

*
ranks., However, there are several nonstatistical versions of the
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discriminant-centour model jest as there are nonstatisiical Versions of

the regression model.

The goal of the disCriminant-centour model, as used in career guid-

ance, is not to find -a perfect match that leads to chbice, to predict

membership in some group, or to mate degreeafsuccess inome endeavor,

but rather to say, "Look, here are some, occupations (vocational education

programs,. college majors, etc.) that attract people who are similar to

yOu in several ways.- You may want to check into them."

An additional application of the discriminant-centour model, one

that is Atilitated by means. of.two-dimensional "exploration maps"

(Prediger, 1971), is to help the student project certain aspects of his

"self" into a choice domain and to "try on" various options fOr size.

This form of vicarious exploration j no substitute for real-world.explora-

tipn; of course, but it does provide a unique opportunity for the student

to survey, his location in the world of work with respect to interests,

abilities, and other measured characteristics.

Those interested in guidance applications,of these Models might
*"

consult the paper on which this ptesentatioh is based (Prediger, 1974).

tecause of time limitatigns, however, further discussidti, cannot be pro -
#. -

ded here. Suffice it to say th.at these two models for datainformation

transformation complement each other, wiFh the discriminant model pro'viding

,

information to stimulate explOration.and the regression model providing.
. .

...

1.(suCcess estimates to be used during the 'process of exploration.
q-.' , '. '

.

. --;'. ,

Test publishers have powerful procedures atitheir disposal far .

transforming test data into counseling information.' t4e should all encourage

them to use these.procedUres.'
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SOME IMPLICATIONS FOR COUNSELORS

I hale already discussed the role of.the counselor in transformin'g

informition from tests into student experience and career plans. I believe

. this is the counsells most important role in testing. For unleps in-
.

formation is experienced and integrated info the self-concept, it can have

very little impact on career development. Experience, as used here,

refers to both external experience as obtained in career exploration and

internal experience as obtained in self-exploration. The former contri-.

butes to the latter because of the likelihood of experiencing new aspects

of self during the active exploration of careers.

We at ACT believe that test publish'rs can and must do much more

than they have in the past to help counselors help students transform

test results into experience. As I already noted, score profiles, per-

centile ranks, and correlation coefficients are no longer enough. To

provide no more and expect counselors to do the rest of the job is one of

the main reasons, I believe, that the usefulness of tests in career

guidance is being questioned today. We hope that our publication

"Exploring: You and Your Career" (ACT, 1973) points the way to a more

fruitful marriage between tests and career guidance.

The main vehicle for the counselor in meeting his (her) career

guidance responsibilities however, is a developmental career: e

program coupled with the periodic opportunity for counseling. The role

of counseling in the context of career guidance is to help the student

assimilate the information and expetience he has attained, to assess its

meaning for him, and to plan next steps in the decisionvmaking process.

Another major role of the counselor in testing, one with special

relevance for the disadvantaged, is to help counselees find says of
A
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transformitg*possibilities into probabilities. Traditional, prediction-

oriented uses of tests in guidance have emphasized the status quo--the

probabilities given existing circumstances. On the other hand, exploratory

uses of tests focus on possibilities--raihoUt ruling out alternatiVes

because of current .deficien4es in ability; education, or personal re-
. /.

of
..,'.

re-

,sources. The individualbAltphe heiP =eplratory experiences and in

4r.
the context of his value sxitem, deeermines his goals. When these goals

.

center on the post le rather than on the probable, the counselor's

\ . s

challenge is to help Make the podsible a reality.' This is a task that

cannot be performed by assessment alone, although tests have been faulted

P
for this reason. Tests can point out some of the possibilities and

probabilities, and they can provide clUes as to how change can be brought

about. But they cannot talk with the individual's parents; integ4te

health, socioeconomic, and classroom performance data into an effective

Plan of action; help the student weigh the pe'rsonal costsand directions

of change; develop a new school program; obtain,financial aid; or arrange

for remedial help. The implementation of change requires counseling and.

guidance of the highest Order.
,

.

A developmental career guidance program provides an effeCtive context

for facilitating change in the student--for intervening in the normal

course of events. Strong guidance programs can also be effective in

bringing about change in student environments. Bon types of change,

personal and environmental, can help transform the remotely possible into

the highly probable for a given individual.

SUMMARY

In summary, I would like to restate five points which I believe
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provide evidence for the vital role of testing in career guidance. _

1. The potential contribution of tests to career guidance is based

on the supposition that inforMation about, human attributes is a necessary

although not a sufficient condition for optimizing career development.

2. Theory, research, and common sense tell,. us that we have passed

the era in which square-peg, square -hole uses of tests could be. viewed

as the epitome of'vocational guidance. However, blaming tests for fie,

square-peg approach to career guidance is somewhat like blaming skin color

for racial discrimination. It is essential to differentiate between

assessments of human attributes and square-peg uses of these assessments.

3. Both career_development theory and career decision-making th4ry

suggest that the role of tests in career guidance is threefold; first, to

stimulate, broaden, and provide focus to career exploration; second, to

stimulate exploration of selin relation to career; and.third, to,prov:ia
-/-

"what if" information with respect to various career choice options.

4. Test data must go through a-chain of transformations if they are

to be useful in career guidance. First, test data must tle transformed

into information relevant to counseling and guidance. Next, this informa-

tion must be transformed into exploratory activities and self-evaluated

experiences. And finally, these experiences must be transformed into

career plans and decisions. Responsibilities for these transformations

(in order of presentation) primarily rest'with test publishers; counselors,
46.

and counselees.

Because of the important and active roles of the counselor and

counselee in these transformations, tests can best be used in the context

of a develOiental career guidanee.program.
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40.

TheCnthusiastic response and interest of the conference _participants

is indicative of the continuing need for redefinition of career guidance.

-New programs, materials, and methods for training school counselors in

the area of career guidance, placement and counseling should receive S
...

top priority rating in the late 1970's. Counselor educators will need

to devote considerable energy in developing "new" approaches for the
1

training of school counselors, paraprofessionals, and other support per-

A SUMMARY FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Charles 'W. Ryan

College of Education
University of Maine

sonnel. The challenge of career education, both, as a concept and a pro,
Arl

.gram of services will continue to be-instrumentAl-in providing guidance

professionals "new" dimensions for delivery of services. Issues and con-.

cerns addressed by both presenters and participants in the conference

indicated a need for redirection in programs of counseldr education.'

It is imperative that our training programs for counselors (both

secondary school and post secondary) provide skill development in career

guidance procedures; e.g. job placement, interest testing, community

development, career development theory, and career guidance practices.

The counselor exposed to these concepts and skills1will be able to help

students and adults discover their interests, abilities, and values in

planning for career choice. .Specifically, a comprehensive program of

career. guidance, counseling, placement and exploration should provide

the following programs:
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. ,InAgrades seven through ten programs of in-depth orientation and

exploration of the world of work mist be provided for all atudents.*

Thiscomponent, deSigned either as a separate-course or as an in-

tegral part of the eesting curricuftim, should be the primary

. -_151morefinity for schbolS to provide two pes of education experi-

enceS:

A. An introduction to,the structure of the world of work in
order that students may examine and classify work for main-
taining flexib4Lity within a working society throughout 'their'
adult lives.

B. Experiences which illustrate,ways of understanding and look-
ing atoneself in relation to work in general, work settings,
work value's and tasks, and conditions of work. To accomplish

'these purposes such a program would CZ

1.' put students in contact withiadrkers in a variety of
occupational groups;

2. provide opportunities for students to test theirselves
in wozPi-oles through simulated work experiences and
productive, reiponsible'home, school, and community
projects related to work roles;

3. provide opportunities for students to visit and observe
work and workers in a variety'of settings;' and

4. organize regular group guidance experiences to assist
students in interpreting what they learn about them -

,.selves through their experiences in terms Of possible
career goals and plans.

While essential to the positive career development of all students,

these programmatiC efforts will be particularly helpful to those with

academic oraocio-economic handicaps who may experience for the first time

the relationship between the world of work,and skills acquired in school.

Surveys of dropouts in metropolitan areas indicate that lack of interest,

or understanding of the personal relevance of school to their own goals
0

* Portions of this section are adapted from a presentation by Gene Bottoms'
"Statement on Vocational Guidance, Exploration and Placement"; Congressional
Hearing on H.R 14454 of the Vocational Educati6n Amendments.oe1974,Augnst,
1975. Reprinted with permission of the author.
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rather than a lack of ability is the principal reason most students choose

to leave school before graduating (Venn, 1970, reports that of 22,000

dropouts surveyed in seven metropolitan areas over a five-year period,

over twa-thirds registered an IQ between 90-109). Many of these young

people leave school without having learned what the world of work expects

of them, what their own-capabilities and values are, and how to, relate

these. understandings to productive survival in a work-oriented economy.

2. Programs to assist in career decision-making and planning are

recommended for grades eleven and twelve,-post-secondary students,

and out-of-school youth and adults. The students who exit from

I

rY

the public school system need help in identifying tentative

career goals and plans. Stddents considering post-secondary

vocational and technical education need help in selecting currt-'

culum offerings most appropriate to them if the resources of

tht institution are to be maximized for the.greatest number of

individuals. In addition, out -of- school youth and unemployed

and underemployed adults are seeking new career objedtives.and

need help in thinking through their career lives and plans.

Decision-mAkin& and planning assistance can be provided. by

.T
integrating special career decPsion-making and planning courses,

group guidance classe.s, and seminars intothe.existing

lum. Providing intensive, Systematic individual and group voca-.

s,)

tional.counseling is alSo required. Decision-making and planning

programs would have as objectives the assistance of individuals

in developing decision-making skills and in'.applying thobe skills

to their career lives. For instance, students should be able to:
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A. Recognize that they have to make A depigion and to,specify
the particular decision to .be made,

B. Identify, understand, and use an array of resources in.de
termining the range of alternatives available to them,..

C: Assess the desirability and probability of the alternatives
as they relate to them and their environment, and

D. Choose which steps to take in terms'of ptesent and future
goals as they perceive them.

This, program should not stop at the point we help an individual

make a decision, but should be designed to help individualg

formulate a five-year plan as to how they are going to reach

their tentative career goals. In this future-oriented context,

individuals will plan what they have to do to achieve tentative

career tjT21:, the steps they must take, when to take those steps,

and how to assess their progress toward these goals. As indi-

cated before, this kind of assistance is not only needed by

secondary youth, but by post-secondary and out-of-school youth

and adults.

3. Job placement assistance should be a specified requirement of

'any new career destelopment program. Placement should be avail-'

able to all students exiting from secondary schools, vocational

1 programs, and post-secondary levels. ..Qne of the widely accepted

major goals of public education Is to prepare young people for

successful pransition toadult roles andmarie specifically, to

'increase their career potenffaf. Yet, the United States continues

to have the highest rate of youth inemployment in the world, with
.

the, figures reaching 63 percent in certain communities (Venn, 1970);
---

and indications are that these figures will"rise Seedily if

preseht trends and_Ructices go unchecked. (U S. Department of

Labor, 1970).

'
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After a-review of the critical dimensions of the:youth

unemployment problem, the 1972 Manpower Report of the President

concluded -that "the need exists. . for more adequate guidance
,

and job placement-.services to aid (young people ages 16-22) in

the transition ftom schoOl to work" (U. S. Department of Labor, /

1972). This same concern was expressed as a- -major recomMendation

by the Natiomal Commission on the Reform of Secondary Education

(Reform of Secondary EdLation, 1972).

The type af job placement which shOUld be specified in new

career development programs is more'intensive and broader than

has been previously conceived. It is more than helping students

obtain jobs: it is helping them'obtain the best jobs possible

baied on their training and personal goals which provide for

continued growth and development. In addition, it is following

thiough to help students adjust to entry-level jobs during the

'initial period of employment,so that many youngsters not only

get a job but begin to progress up the job ladder. Many youth

alienated from.the world of work need help not_only in obtaining

an-entry -level job but also in developing skills and habits

necessary for holding thatjob. The equality of services owed

to all American citizens by public education mandates that our

4
concentration of education and guidance efforts to youngsters

leaving school to enter the work force be as great as our services

to those staying in school and/or pursuing higher educatiOn.

Joh "placement must include a follow-through component de-

signed to'atsist each student after placement. The purpose is to
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follow each student through the work experience until they

'receive permanent status or a'first-step promotion and provide

the necessary counseling to help students develop habits, skills
% .

and attitudes necessary fox satisfying adjustment to the work

setting. This service would be of particular value to students

who lack exposure to successful role models and previous positiVe

4

40

contacts with the adult working world. .

A comprehensive job placement service as a potential for

'learning and individual self development could result in:

A. A reduction in youth unemployment,

B. Improve and more relevant curriculum and guidance services,

C. Excellence.in education being based on the school's success
with every student,

D. Making learning something other than academic achievement
valued only in the school,

/ .

E. Locating part-time jobs for secondary students that are
related to their tentative career goals, 1%.'7.-

li,, .

F. Coordination of.in-school learning with part -time work
experience of in-school students,,-

G. Youth finding entry jobs which would lead to better career
options,

H. Greater youth employment in fields related to training, and

I. Increased community input into definitions of goals for
education. /

An outreach fUnction should be required by any new career develop-

meht-effort. The pbrposa of an outreach service would.be'to re-

tufn out-of-school youth to an appropriately
...a

djusted learning

situaeion,such as part-time training and related employment or

other individualized programs designed specifically to meet the
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immediate add long range needs of those prOlously alienated

by the
!
traditional school structure. Because of earlier negative

experieficas, these youth are not likely to seek further education

on their own and will need to be sought out and convinced that

the school can adjust to profisle thetti' with relevant, useful,

successful experiences. Outreath programs should, therefore,

have dual thrusts:

A. To work with out-of-school youth to help them identify career
goals and to return to school to pursue those goals; and

.B. to work within the school structure to design alternative

programs for all individuals, regardless of the direction
their career plans take.

5 -A program for'career guidance, exploration and placement should

el 7

include a provision for career counseling. The focus of such

career counseling must be upon all students and all educational

levels. A, prescribed career guidance program should provide the

following:

A. prevocational counseling to help students systematically
assess and personalize the meaning of exploratory work.and
educational experiences: .

I

B. counseling sessi ns to, help students relate their own
abilities, interests, and values to possible career options.

C. j,ntensive vocational and educational counseling programs to
encourage the gevelopment, implementation, and' ontinuous
assessment of tentative personal arfd career plans throughout
the student's high'school years.

D. vocational counseling to help students, make 'choices among,
,vOcational course offerings at the secondary, post-secondary,
and adult levels.

E. counseling programs to help individuals adjust to new roles
as workers until a smooth transition into the work setting
is assured.
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The aspecb of counseling regarding personal problems and *develop-
,--

ment should be seen as a very important strand relating to and

running throughout the othertuidance activities of orientation,

exploration, decision-making, planning, placement, and adjustment.

6. Career Guidance for Adults -- A comprehensive program ofcareer,

guidance and counseling must provide for Awareness, Exploration

and PreParhtion to facilitate entry into new careers for those

adults notlalready-enrolled in formal training programs. Women

who with to pursue new career avenues must be alerted to job

possibilities and provided professional help in attaining their

goals: A suggested adult career counseling program can be

structured around the three theffies cited above. For example:

A. Awareness--guidance professionals shodld provide career
interest testing, discussion groups, and up-to-date infor-
mation that. stimulate the Adult clients" awareness levels
regarding the multitude of career opportunities available . F

in our society. For example, "Rolland's Self Directed Search
is an appropriate interest instrument to initiate the process
For many out-of7school youth and adults it will
first formalized attempt to ascertain their, interests and

_abilities Since leaving the, secondary school. .-

B. Exploration--approximate exploratory experiences must be
designed to help.adults Crystallize the career decision-.
making process. For example, addlts could be assigned a
"Job Shadow" experience that would provide realistic contact
with an already employed worker. A chance to discuss and
perhaps try out some aspects of the job will facilitatethe
career decision-making process. Adult tedikatiOn programs

could provide shdrf 4 or 5 week mini-exploratory courses that
would permit adults the opportunity to experience.short,
meaningful exploratory experiences prior to entering'a longer
period of training.

,

C. Preparation -- formal training programs must be designed' that
permit flexible entry for adults Who may be holding full- or

part-time jobs. The use of. modularized or indiVidualized
instructional materials will permitsdesigning of skill de:ielop-
meht programs thatpermit a variety of leafnimg Optiont. For

women itmay be realistic to provide both' morning ana evening
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training sessions-hit-accom7odate mothers with children in
school or women who. are employed during the day. The pur-
pose of .training programs at this level is to provide entry,
level and pmfessional skills fcr..r_Attering the labor force.
Additional programs that provide recreational or vocational
training should complement the more formalized skill programs.

fn conclusion,'the dialogue generated by presenters and participants

.

argues for imprOving the delivery of coMprehensive,career guidance,

counseling, placement and follow-up services to a broad based constituency.

The challenge demands our best performance during the last half of the

1970'
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